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Abstract
This tutorial introduces you to three components (Rubettes) of the
Rubato software for Macintosh computers: MetroRubette, MeloRubette,
and PerformanceRubette. The MetroRubette and the MeloRubette deal
with Metrical/Rhythmical and Melodic Analysis. Their outputs are analytical weights. The PerformanceRubette synthesizes performances of
given MIDI files using performance operators that are parametrized by
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analytical weights. A detailed description of this Rubato software is given
in: The Topos of Music, Part X, by G. Mazzola et al., Birkhäuser, Basel
2002.
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A Tutorial to Rubato Software, Part I:
The MetroRubette and the MeloRubette—
Metrical/Rhythmical and Melodic Analysis

1.1

Introduction

In this document we outline the steps necessary to use the MetroRubette and
MeloRubette in the RUBATO performance software. These programs assign
weighted values to notes in any MIDI file that the PerformanceRubette can use
to perform the file. The MetroRubette examines the metrical and rhythmical
structure of the piece to assign weights over its entire length. The MeloRubette
creates melodic weights by separating notes into multiple motifs that are cross
applied to weight each note in the file. For a more detailed discussion of
both Rubettes see: Timing microstructure in Schumann’s “Träumerei” as an
expression of harmony, rhythm, and motivic structure in music performance
by Beran, J. and G. Mazzola, Computers and Mathematics with Applications,
2000, Vol.39(5), pp.99-130.

1.2
1.2.1

The MetroRubette
The purpose of the Rubette

The MetroRubette is designed to look at the minimum local meters of the onset
of every note within an MIDI score. It does this by looking at the onset of a
specific pitch and then finding patterns of notes that begin at regular intervals.
The program then determines the value of each note based on how many regular
patterns contain it, and the number of notes in each patter.
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How to Use the MetroRubette
MetroRubette Basics
1. Start Rubato.1
2. Using the main menu to go to Document → Open → Score This will
open the MIDI file. The MIDI file is divided into layers. After the major
score layer, you’ll find the parts, and at the bottom, you’ll find the notes
of the file, see Figure 1.

Figure 1: Loading a MIDI file.

3. Once you’ve explored the coding of the MIDI file, you can load the
MetroRubette. In the main menu of the main window click on Score
→ Load Rubette → Metro, see Figure 2. This will open three windows: The Main window, Weight view, and Weight. Other windows,
1 Here

the examples will feature a MIDI file of a Czerny piece.
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such as graphic preferences can be reached through the main window, see
Figure 3.

Figure 2: Loading MetroRubette.

Figure 3: The three windows that open after having loaded MetroRubette.
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4. To import the score, select either the score or the part that you would
like to examine specifically. Then click on the magnifying glass symbol
in the MetroRubette window. This will load all of the onsets of the notes
in your MIDI file, see Figure 4.

Figure 4: The onsets of the loaded score in MetroRubette.
5. To load multiple parts, select different parts in the main rubato window
and then load each individually with the magnifying glass, see Figure 5.
6. Once the onsets are imported, click on the upper Left Tetrahedron. This
will bring you to the weight function menu, see Figure 6.
7. The MetroRubette comes with a default set of weights. To analyze the
file with the default set, click on the larger, lower right tetrahedron. This
will immediately bring up the weights assigned by the program in the
Weight View and Weight windows, see Figure 7.
8. The Weight Veiw window is a graph of each note’s relative metric weight
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Figure 5: Loading a part of the score.

Figure 6: The window for metrical analysis settings.
in the file. The graph shows how many notes begin at consecutive intervals. the weight of each note is determined by how many patterns of
consecutive durations that it occurs in (local meters) and by how long
each pattern is.
9. The red lines show regular intervals to measure the notes against. They
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Figure 7: The window showing the metrical weight graphics.
serve as bar lines to the file.
10. The weight menu will display the numerical weights represented by the
graph, see Figure 8.

Figure 8: The window showing the metrical weight values.

1.2.2

MetroRubette Settings

The MetroRubette has four settings which determine the result of the weight
function, see Figure 6.
1. Metrical Profile → this determines how important the length of each
pattern is. Higher numbers emphasize longer patterns. This number
should generally be less than 4 and is at 2 by default.
2. Minimum Length of Local Meters → this determines the smallest possible
pattern of onsets that the program will search for. The value can be any
number greater than 2. If the number is too great the graph returns the
value 0.
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3. Quantization → this is the smallest possible duration that the program
will search for and count from. It works such that 1/4 represents a quarter
note.
4. Distributor Value → this is the importance of a specific set of imported
notes to any other used by the weight function. It works in ratios. For
example if it is set to 0, then the weight function will discount the metric
weight entirely. If it is set to 2, it will be twice as weighted as any set of
notes with value 1, etc.
Additionally, using the main MetroRubette menu list, you can open the graphic
preferences to change the weight view settings, see Figure 9.

Figure 9: The Graphic Preferences window.
1. Grid origin → this determines the beginning of the red grid lines.
2. Grid Mesh → this determines the distance between each red line. It works
such that 1/4 represents a quarter note.
3. Line Width → this adjusts the thickness of the weighted black lines for
ease of reading.

1.3

The MeloRubette

1.3.1

The purpose of the Rubette

The MeloRubette is designed to break down pitch sequences in a score into a
series of melodic motifs. By creating a set of motifs and testing how well each
8

one “fits” (based on restrictions that will be discussed later) the Rubette gives
each note a melodic weight formed from the number of motifs that contain it
and the amount of times each motif occurs.
How to Use the MeloRubette
MeloRubette Basics
1. Open the score as you would for the MetroRubette, see Figure 10.

Figure 10: How to load MeloRubette.

2. This will bring up the main window, the weight window, the graph window, and the motif’s window, see Figure 11.
3. To import the score, select either the score or the part that you would
like to examine specifically. Then click on the magnifying glass symbol
in the MetroRubette window. This will load all of the onsets of the notes
in your MIDI file, see Figure 12.
4. The loaded part is shown with onsets and pitches, see Figure 13.
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Figure 11: The MeloRubette windows: Main, Weight, Graph, Motif.

Figure 12: Loading a part of the score.
5. Once the onsets and pitches are imported, click on the upper Left Tetrahedron. This will bring you to the weight function menu, see Figure
14.
In the main window, you will see the imported notes and a set of options:
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Figure 13: The onsets and pitches of the selected part of the score.

Figure 14: The weight function menu.
1. Span → this is the longest possible length of a motive that the computer
will accept. 1 represents a measure in 4/4 time.
2. Cardinality → this is the maximum number of notes the computer will
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allow in a motive 2 is the minimum. Any number over 4 may crash the
program.
3. AllMotifs → this calculates the number of possible motifs.
4. MWeights → this calculates the melodic weight based on the motifs determined by AllMotifs
5. Tetrahedron → This will calculate and graph the weights. If there are
more than 1200 motifs, the program may crash.
6. Symmetry Group → this determines the way the computer will apply
each motif to a theoretical selection. Trivial only allows transposition.
Inversion allows it to turn the motifs inverted. Retrograde will turn the
motif backwards. Counterpoint will search for the inversion, retrograde
and retrograde inversions of the motifs.
7. Gestalt Paradigm → this determines how much to program can stretch
the motifs. Diastemic reduces the up and down motion. Elastic loosens
the span. Rigid holds the motif to the exact same intervals.
8. Neighborhood → this is how much each motive can bend along its angles
and still be the same motive.
The MeloRubette Display Settings The melodic motifs window has its
own display.
1. Onset → where the motif starts.
2. Presence → how many lager motifs contain this motif.
3. Content → how many motifs this motif contains
4. Weight → the specific weight of this motif.
The graphic preferences offer more options. There are two sections. One adjusts
the motif view. The other adjusts the weight view, see Figure 15.
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Figure 15: The Graphic Preferences window.
1. Pitch Span → this changes where the pitch is centered in the motif view.
2. Lo Pitch → this changes starting pint of the lowest pitch.
3. Pointsize → this determines the size of the note dots in the weight view.
4. Linewidth → this is the width of the line below each dot.
5. Grid Origin → this determines the beginning of the red grid lines.
6. Grid Mesh → this determines the distance between the red grid lines.
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2

A Tutorial to Rubato Software, Part II:
The PerformanceRubette

2.1

Introduction

This part of the Rubato software was designed to create a musical performance
using scientific analysis. Unlike a performer using just musicians intuition and
training to make a performance, the software takes a more analytical approach,
breaking down every musical aspect and examining it individually. This compartmentalized analysis allows each musical component to be examined individually. Machines process information differently than humans. While a musician is capable of processing and manipulating multiple variables at a time,
a computer must follow a more structured, individualized approach.
This segmented approach to performance analysis may seem counterintuitive, but there are many reasons that a mechanized performance could
be helpful. This software could be used as a teaching tool, allowing students
to more completely understand the musical consequences and impact of each
musical variable such as rhythm, melody, on set, etc.
This software could also be useful to composers. A composer could create
a realistic musical performance of their new work for their musicians to listen
to and gain an aural understanding of the intended performance. This could
be especially useful when working long distance.
Starting from a mechanical so-called “mother” performance, we apply
Performance Operators to shape the performance. Having weights from Rubato’s analysis. See Part I of this tutorial for more details on this topic. When
applying Performance Operators, we get a new performance, called “daughter”
performance. We can get other refined performances by reiterating this process with new operators and/or weights. This developing performance process
is called “stemma tree” in The Topos of Music.
In Section 2.2, we describe an application of performance operators using
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Figure 16: The original chosen score for our performance.
(new) analytical weights to a short and original piano fragment.
We will describe in the following section the steps to obtain the following
tree:
• Mother
Using a Symbolic Operator without weight—used to set equal all loudness—
we get
• Daughter 1
Using a Tempo Operator with Rhythmic weight, we get
• Daughter 2
Using a Tempo Operator with Melodic weight, we get
• Daughter 3
Using a Physical Operator (acting on Loudness) with Metric weight, we
get
• Daughter 4

2.2

A Detailed Example: Performance of a Short Piano
Fragment

We start our analysis with the description of all the steps for an original short
musical sequence, shown in Figure 16.
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2.2.1

Four suggestions

• The volume of the initial MIDI file should be set to the same volume for
all notes. It is possible to change this in Rubato by using the Symbolic
Operator, adjusting loudness 0 to 60, as shown in Figure 23.
• It is possible to save the Stemma, going to Save As. When you open a
saved stemma the second time, it is first necessary to load the operators.
Go to Performance Rubette, and click on Operator, then on the name of
the required operator. Without entering a name, simply click OK.
• If you want to use the Harmonic Weight, it is suggested to generate it
at the beginning of each session, because the HarmoWeights generated in
previous sessions are not working in the following ones, due to a problem
of transferring information for older Rubato in NEXT computer to MacOs
X.
• For each different piece, you need to generate a different analysis (to get
melodic, rhythmic and harmonic weights), before applying the following
steps to get a performance.
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Figure 17: After having opened the file.mid of which you already made an analysis and got
the weights, load the PerformanceRubette.

2.2.2

How to make a performance with Rubato

We resume from where we left off in the previous tutorial. We can choose
performance operators using analytical weights to our basic MIDI file, to create
an expressive performance.
1. Open Rubato software.
2. Open the analysis you did via Document → Open, or Open Recent Files,
that is test.mid for our example.
3. Load the PerformanceRubette, as shown in Figure 17.
4. Click the magnifying glass to acquire the data from the MIDI file to be
used as a starting point for your performance, as shown in Figure 18.
5. Now, we want to create successive refined performances, the stemma of
the theory. Click in the drop down menu, choosing Stemma and selecting
New. See Figure 19.
17

Figure 18: By clicking in the magnifying glass, you get the data from the chosen MIDI file.
They will serve as a starting point of the performance.

Figure 19: How to create a new stemma.
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Figure 20: The first, starting point of the stemma: the mother operator.
6. In the same window as before, click on the image of the performance cell
(represented by a sphere inside in a pyramid in the upper left region of the
window), click the Set Kernel button in the bottom left of the window,
and then select Kernel View from the scroll-down menu. Note, even if it
looks like Kernel View is already selected in the drop down menu, you
must reselect it to refresh the window. See Figure 20.
7. Now, we will shape the performance based on an analytical weight, that
we get for this musical example by following an analog strategy to that
as shown in the first tutorial. We can choose which parameter of the
performance we want to influence. In principle, each parameter of the
performance can be influenced by each parameter of the analysis: we
can influence the onset values based on the melodic weight; or we could
influence the dynamics based on the rhythmic weight.
Go to Set Kernel, on the bottom left of the main window, and then select
Mother LPS.
8. You can now select which performance operator you would like to use
19

Figure 21: By clicking on Perform after Mother LPS has been selected, the font change
from Italic to Normal. But we don’t have shaped the performance on some operators yet.

in the Operator drop down menu on the bottom right Figure 24. For
example, you can start with the Tempo Operator, as shown in Figure
24. However, we explain here some additional steps in the case where
the loudness of notes is not equal at the beginning. You can notice if
loudness is not equal, if the shades in Kernel View are different. If the
loudness of your MIDI file is already uniform, you may skip to step 9.
(a) Create a Symbolic Operator, choosing from “Operator” at the bottom of the main window. Give it a name (we named it “Loudness”),
then press Enter key.
(b) Click on the blue rectangle in the stemma. Double click on the
symbolic Operator item in the stemma. It means that, in the second
column (Mother LPS), double click on “Loudness”, as shown in
Figure 22. This brings up a new window, see Figure 23. To equalize
the loudness to value 60, click on the loudness button L and set 0
and 60, press “enter” for each number.
(c) Now you can select Perform on the main window. When selecting
this command, the name of the performance (the mother or one of
the daughters) will be changed from Italic to Normal.
You will need to select Perform and then Kernel View. By setting
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Figure 22: How to select the second part of the stemma.

Figure 23: Selection of a constant loudness, equal to 60, for all notes at the beginning of
the stemma.
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Figure 24: How to select Tempo Operator.
the Graphic Preferences in the drop-down menu, you can emphasize
or not the visualization of such a process. After having selected
the parameters, you will click on Grid (bottom right) first and on
the “Apply” button then. And, again, you are free to personalize
your commands, verifying the final result in the last step of the
present procedure (creation of a MIDI file). Always click on “change
view to selected kernel” to view the actual state of the performance.
And also select “Show performance kernel” to see the performed as
opposed to the original score.
9. Now, we can work with Tempo Operator, selecting a new Operator and
choosing Tempo as it is shown in Figure 24.
10. After having selected the operator, don’t check the parameter boxes,
please. Note: some operators have a precise action: for example, the
Tempo Operator will act only on onset and duration coordinates, even
though all coordinates are shown as options. Then, give it a name, as
shown in Figure 25, and click OK.
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Figure 25: Attribution of a name to the new operator, and indication of which coordinates
it is working on. E refers to Onset, H to Pitch, L to Loudness, F to Duration. We don’t
have to select other components different form E and H, because they don’t perfectly work
in performance operator.

11. FIrst click on the blue rectangle. In the second column (Mother LPS),
double click on TempoOperator 1. This brings up a new window. After,
we get the window as shown in Figure 26. You can also select the IntegrationMethod. A good choice is, for example, Approximate and Adapt:
it does not require too much time, and the total length of the piece will
not be changed, thanks to the adaptation command.
12. Now, we are ready to select the weights we are going to use to shape our
performance.
Go to the main window of the Performance, and select Weight Watcher.
Once window called WeightWatcherInspector appears, you can choose
Weight List, as shown in Figure 27. Once you chose a weight, without
clicking anything else, go back to the WeightWatcherInspector, choosing
Add Selected Weight. You can also use more than one Weights, repeating
the same sequence of steps, and getting what shown in Figure 28.
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Figure 26: By clicking on TempoOperator 1, on the right with respect to Mother LPS as
starting point of the stemma, you get the shown window. You can change the IntegrationMethod in the upper part of the window. We suggest, instead of Real, to select Approximate
and Adapt.

Figure 27: How to select weights from a previous analysis on the same piece.
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Figure 28: Detail of the WeightWatcherInspector where one of the two previously created
analytic weights has been selected. We can also use “Invert Weight”.

13. Click on the selected weight. Several parameters will appear. You can
personalize them by setting values for Deformation, Influence, Low and
High norm as shown by Figure 28. You can do this action separately on
each weight, to set the entity of the deformation induced by the weight
itself on the performance. You can also select Invert Weight, in the
WeightWatcherInspector window (see Figure 28 in the middle-bottom
part of the little window).
14. Now you can select Perform on the main window. When selecting this
command, the name of the performance (the mother or one of the daughters) will be changed from Italic to Normal.
Now select Kernel View. By setting the Graphic Preferences, you can
emphasize or not the visualization of such a process. After having selected
the parameters, you will click on Grid first and on the ‘Apply’ button
then. And, again, you are free to personalize your commands, verifying
25

Figure 29: Visualization of the Kernel of the Mother performance.

Figure 30: Visualization of the Kernel of the Daughter performance (Show Performed
Kernel).

the final result in the last step of the present procedure (creation of a
MIDI file, see below!).
15. Via Show Field, you can see your special performance as the result of the
action of a shaping field. Figure 33 shows an example of it. However,
when you select onset and duration (E and D), the entity of deformation
due to the Tempo Operator becomes more evident.
16. Change View: Performed Kernel
17. Go to Show Performed Kernel, and look to the changed introduced by the
Performance Operators that takes into account the weights of the former
part of analysis. Compare Figures 29 and 30.
This is the final step for this part of analysis. Now, it is possible to export
the new performance as a MIDI file, and compare it to the initial one. It is
an important remark that the total length of the piece can be personalized
by inserting a value in BMP Tempo, in the main page, bottom right (we
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Figure 31: Visualization of the Kernel of the Second Daughter (Granddaughter) before its
performance, it means, not showing the performed kernel.

Figure 32: Visualization of the Kernel of the Second Daughter (Granddaughter) after its
performance, it means, showing the performed kernel.

suggest 300 as BMP Tempo, to avoid a too slow performance of this
fragment).
18. Go to Save as a MIDI file, in the menu, and create a MIDI file.
19. You can listen to and compare these two different versions.
20. Now, we want to create a second daughter. In this case, we choose to use
again the Tempo Operator, but including now Melodic.
You can follow the same steps as before, with the different weight selected.
It is possible to visualize the changes in the performed piece via selecting
Kernel view, Graphic Preferences, Show Performed Kernel, then Change
View to Selected Kernel, and again clicking on Show Performed Kernel.
By comparing the kernel before and after the use of the Performance
Operator with these two new weights, you can compare Figures 31 versus
32.
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Figure 33: Effect of the action of the Performance Field on the Performance Field of Onset
and Duration.

21. You can save the new performance in another MIDI file, as previously
explained.
22. Finally, we will use Physical Operator to modify loudness. We will use
Melodic weight as analytical weight for this section. Let’s select Physical
Operator as shown in Figure 34: from the main window you open the
scroll-down menu and click on Physical.
23. After having selected Physical, you will get the image shown in Figure
35, and give a name to the new operator.
24. Then, double-click on the new branch of the stemma tree called ‘Loudness1’, the name we gave to the new operator. A window as shown in
Figure 36 will appear.
In the screen as shown in Figure 36, you select the parameter the new
operator is acting on, it means Loudness in our choice, by clicking on L.
25. You can now select the analytical weight you want to use as argument for
the Physical Operator acting on Loudness. For example, you can select
Melodic weight as shown in Figure 37.
26. You can now perform the piece applying the new operator. Following the
former steps, you get the two graphics representation of the piece with
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Figure 34: Click in the scroll-down menu of Operator and select Physical.

Figure 35: Give a name to the new operator, for example ‘Loudness1’.
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Figure 36: Select Loudness by clicking on L, then give a name to the operator, for example
‘Loudness1’.

Figure 37: Selecting the Metric weight, you can change the entity of the action on loudness
by modifying the numeric values of High Norm and Low Norm, as well of Influence and
Deformation.
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Figure 38: Performance without the action of the Physical Operator with Metric weight.

Figure 39: Performance containing the action of the Physical Operator with Metric weight.
The different colors correspond to different values of loudness.

and without the action of the Physical Operator, as shown in Figures 38
and 39.
27. You can finally save the new performance in another MIDI file, as previously discussed.
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